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Diagnostics™ technology helps diagnose and solve some problems that can occur quickly and correctly. Intelligent diagnostics ... Scrud (Brown spots on clothes) What is Scrud? Scrud is the name given to wax build up, which can occur in any washing when a tissue softener comes into contact with a detergent. This upis build is not caused by a malfunction
in the machine. If Scrud is allowed to buil... He detergents use the High Efficiency (HE) DetergentLG recommends the use of a high-efficiency (HE) detergent for better washing expertise. Follow these simple recommendations when you use the detergent he has in your LGwasher.The amount of detergent used for a particular c wash. . The puck will not work
the spin cycle of the washer will not work the spin cycle Of Detergent Removal - The front load of the washer To begin with, you want to perform some basic maintenance steps: 1. Wipe the pad clean and inside the glass door, especially the bottom of the glass door where the thread, hair, lint, and residue collection and accumulation. 2. Remove and clean...
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